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ABSTRACT: The authors investigated the effects of stiff`ness on the earth pressure acting on cylindrical vertical
shafts in order to establish a shaft design method. For this purpose, the authors defined a quantity representing
the stiffness of circular shafts and developed a; new in-flight excavation technique for centrifuge model tests. The
earth pressures acting on shafts of differing shaft stiffness and radii were measured under 100g of acceleration.
According to the test results, Berezantzev’st active earth pressure gives an underestimation, while Ranlcine’s
value is unduly conservative at deep' sections. Furthermore, the stiffness of the shafts dominated the magnitude
of the earth pressure acting on' the shaft. A simple prediction method regarding the effects of shaft stiffness is
proposed. _The authors recommend that the effects of stiffness should be considered in the design method.

1 INTRODUCTION
The effects of stiffness of circular shafts on the earth
pressure acting on the shafts themselves should be
considered in the method of shaft design. Compared
with gravity retaining walls, circular shafts installed in
a level homogeneous ground may experience smaller
horizontal displacements because of their symmetry.
Therefore, it may be expected that the stress condition

of the surrounding soil does not reach the active
plastic state, and values of earth pressures become
greater than active pressures". Furthermore as is well
known among soil engineers, the stiffness of sheet piles
strongly affects the earth pressure acting up on them.

Due to difficulties regarding the interaction

between circular shafts and surrounding soils, the
effects of shaft stiffness have not yet been clearly
investigated. Although Coulomb and Rankine theories
are used for current design codes for shafts in Japan

because of their simplicity, these theories consider
only two-dimensional problems. On the other hand,
Terzaghi (1942) and Berezantzev (1958) suggested

theoretical methods for circular vertical shafts. These
theoretical methods treat only rigid perfectly plastic

materials so that the effect of a static soil-structure
interaction, including the effect of stiffness of shafts,
is not considered. A proposed analysis of Wong and
Kaiser (1988a) and an experimental examination by

et al. (1994) considered a relationship between
radial earth pressure and the displacement of shafts.
No effect of the stiffness was, however, taken into
account in these investigations.

To establish a prediction method taking account
of the effects of stiffness of circular shafts on earth
pressure, the authors defined a quantity representing
the stiffness of circular shafts and developed a new
in-flight excavation technique. The effects of stiffness

of the shafts are discussed and a simple prediction
method is proposed in this paper.

2 MODEL SHAFTS
Seven types of model cylindrical vertical shafts made

of copper and/ or acrylic were used in this study.
Figure li shows notations to describe dimensions of a
model shaft, where H is the height of the shaft; z, the

depth; zo, the embedded depth of the shaft; D, the
excavation depth; t, the thickness of the shaft; R, the
inner radius of the shaft. Subscripts 'rn, and p represent
model and prototype dimensions respectively; The
aspect ratio zo/2R expresses the ratio of a longitudinal
length to a lateral length of the shaft. Shaft names, the
materials and other parameters of shafts are tabulated
in Table 1.
Apparent Young’s modulus Et/ R is defined hereby

to represent the stiffness of shafts. The values are
also listed in Table 1. According to an elastic thin
tube theory (Roark and Young 1975), the increment

of circurnferential stress Acro, acting in the thin
tube subjected to an increment of differential radial
pressure *A(o',.,, - o',.;) and having a thickness smaller

than a tenth of its radius, is

A09 : A(a,.,, - a',.¢)§ (1)

where <f,.,, is the radial pressure acting on the outer
surface of the shaft; Uri, the radial pressure acting

on the inner surface of the shaft. Assurning linear
elasticity and neglecting increments of other stress
components, We obtain the relationship between stress
increment A09 and strain increment A59,
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where E is Young’s modulus. Deformation compati
bility requires,

A59 I AE, (3)

where A5,. =-AR/R. Substituting Eq. 2 and Eq. 3
into Eq. 1, we obtain an expression for the relationship
between the increment of differential radial pressure
A(cr,.,, - 0,.;) and the circumferential strain increment

A59 E

A(.f._, _ 09) = AE, (4)

Fig. 1: Model shaft
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measured values of apparent Young’s modulus agreed

Fig. 2: Comparison between model shafts and actual
shafts

where R) is apparent Young’s modulus.
The 'model shafts used were equipped with ten
strain gauges which- provided measurements of the
circumferential strain increments A59 at live different
depths, as shown With the small rectangles in Fig. 1.
Applying the measurements of circumferential strain

increments A59 into Eq. 4, we can obtain the

increments of differential radial pressure A(o',.,, - UH)
that would be induced during an 'in-flight excavation

Apparent Young’s moduli of all model shafts
prepared for this study were examined by using a
triaxial cell prior to centrifuge model tests. The
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well with the theoretical values computed with

Young’s modulus of E = 129GPa. Figure 2 shows a
comparison of the aspect ratio zo/2R and apparent
Young’s modulus Et/R between model shafts and

3 APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE'

actual shafts made of cast-in-place reinforced concrete
in Japan. The model shafts that were prepared cover

The centrifuge used was a balanced beam centrifuge,
having an effective radius of 1.18m, driven by a 11kW

-the range of higher aspect ratios zo/2R and lower
apparent Young’s moduli Et/ R of actual cast-in-place
reinforced concrete shafts.

Table 1: Model shafts

Name Mat. R.,,, tm zgm Et/ R
(111111) (111111) (111111) (GP11)

OE1822 Copper 11.0 0.18 16.5 2.12
OE3036 Copper 18.0 0.30 16.5 2.16
OE2550 Copper 23.9 0.25 16.5 1.40
OE3050 Copper 23.9 0.30 16.5 1.72
OE4050 Copper 23.9 0.40 16.5 2.38
OE5050 Copper 23.9 0.50 16.5 2.58

OE30AC Acrylic 23.9 3.00 16.5 0.392

AC motor, located at Utsunomiya University. The
test setup used consisted of a rectangular strong box
made of steel plates and a special vacuum excavator.
The rectangular strong box, with dimensions 500mm
Wide, 300mm deep and 200mm thick, was divided into
three cells named A, B and C. Cell A was not used in
this study, Cell B retained the model sand and shafts,
and Cell C kept the excavated sand. The dimensions
of Cell B were 2001nrn Wide, 300mm deep and 200mm
thick.

Figure 3 shows the special vacuum excavator,

which consisted of an excavation pipe and an
aspirator. The excavation pipe, whose dimensions
were 22mm in inner diameter, 0.5rr1rn in thickness
and 265mm in length, had 45 lateral holes of 4mm
diameter on its surface and a 4.5mm diameter polymer

tube providing an air route within the excavation

pipe. This excavation pipe stood at the centre of
Cell B. Negative pneumatic pressure was supplied at
the bottom of the excavation pipe with the aspirator
installed inside Cell C. The sand in the excavation pipe
was sucked out due to the applied negative pressure

from there to Cell C through the aspirator. As the
level of the surface of the sand in the excavation pipe
was lowered, sand particles at the surface of the sand
in the shaft were progressively fed to the excavation

pipe through the highest lateral holes. The authors
verifiedunder the gravitational acceleration field that
this technique reproduced the excavation sequence
which proceeded from the surface toward the bottom
of the sand in the shaft.
The sand used in centrifuge model tests was air

dried Toyoura sand /which is a uniform fine sand.
Properties of the sand were determined by means
of method described in Japanese Society of Soil
Mechanics and Foundation Engineering (1990), and
the values are tabulated in Table 2. The sand was
poured into Cell B through air from, a hopper placed
at 75cm high. When the thickness of the poured sand
reaches 9cm, the model shaft was placed vertically at
the centre of Cell B. The 'successive pouring was done
up to 26cm thick, and both inside and outside of the
shaft were filled with the poured sand.
After pouring, the surface of the sand was scraped

in order to coincide with the circumferential plane

corresponding to the radius from the axis of the
centrifuge to the sand surface. The weight and the
thickness of the sand were measured, and values of
initial void ratio eo were calculated. Because the sand
under centrifugal force field is subjected toself-weight

compression, in-flight void ratios e were estirnated
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Fig. 4: Changes of the distribution of radial strain E,.
during an excavation process

with the following equation (Ueno et al. 1994).

e = 0.92e0 -{- 0.041 (5)
After an imposed four cycles of accelerating to
100g and decelerating., down to 1g, the sand and the
shaft were acceleratedito 100g. The sand in the shaft
was then excavated with the special vacuurn excavator,

and the increments of circumferential strain of the
shaft A59 were measured.

Table 2: Properties of Toyoura sand

Specific density p, 2.650 (g/cm3)

Maximum dry density pdmm, 1.660 (g/cm3)
Minimum dry density pdmin 1.343 (g/cma)

4 RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

4.1 Deformation of shafts
Figure 4 shows changes in distributions of the radial
strain 5, induced in OE2550 model shaft during an
excavation process under 100g (980rn/sz) of centrifuge
acceleration. The point which shows the highest radial

strain becomes deeper as the normalized excavation
depth D /R becomes deeper. Because the inner wall
of the shaft was supported by the internal sand, radial
strains 5, at the points deeper than excavated depth
D were small.

Uniformity coefficient UC 1.40

Internal friction angle c/1d 40.51 (°)
UCD test result: D,.=83.5%, o'_Q:196kPa

4.2 Effects of radius

Figure shows distributions of the radial earth
pressure 0, normalized by 7dR acting on three
vertical cylindrical shafts with different radius R
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The values of U,/'7/R tend to become greater as

apparent Young’s modulus Et/R increases. This
tendency is clearly observed over the shallower half..

The values obtained from OEBOAC model shaft'
are relatively small and close to the Berezantzev’s
value. On the other hand, the values from`OE4050
model shaft are about two to five times the greater

than the Berezantzev’s value. You can see in
this case that Berezantzev’s prediction provides

underestimation while Ranlcine’s active earth pressure
provides overestimation at deep sections. Because the

Z Z A Berezantzev(1958)
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deformations of surrounding soil were restricted by
the shaft Wall, the measured normalized radial earth
pressure 0, /'HR becomes larger than the active earth
pressure predicted by Berezantzev (1958). The results
imply that the stiffness of the shafts dominates how
much radial pressure acts on the shaft.

Fig. 5: Effects of radius

and identicalapparent Young’s modulus Et/ R versus
normalized depth z / R, where 'yd is the unit weight

The plots of normalized radial earth pressure

of the sand; R, the radius of the shafts; z, the

cr,/'ydR observed at the shallowest and the deepest

depth. Reading out maximum values of radial strain
produced at a particular observed depth, we obtained
the distributions of the radial earth pressure.
Berezantzev (1958)'derived the simplified expres
sion for evaluating stresses acting ona vertical cylin
drical surface. Eliminating the terms of surcharge and
cohesion, we can introduce;

sections are rather high, except for the results
obtained from OE30AC model shaft._ _Stress
redistribution due to vertical arching effect may
appear at these sections.

Figure 7 indicates how much the values of
measured radial earth pressure ¢7,. are larger than
Berezantzev’s active earth pressure o',.B. The ratio
of measured radial earth pressure 0',. to Berezantzev’s

“Hg Il- (i%>H} (6)

values 0,3 is denoted with cr in Fig. 7. The values
of or for envelope curves of 0,., which is in proportion
to Berezantzev’s active earth pressure cr,.B, and which
will be demonstrated in Fig. 8, were deterrnined when

where U'-,IB is active earth pressure; R,'the radius of
the shaft; 7, the unit weight of the soil; K a, Rankine’s
earth pressure coefficient and Ka = tan2(45° - gb/2);

the largest five plots measured at z/R = 0.63 and
z/R = 5.56 are neglected. Applying least square

A = Ztanqbtan (45° -}- The values predicted by
Berezantzev (1958) are also presented in Fig. 5.
There being no noticeable difference between the

method to the values of oz of the envelope curves, we
obtain;

values of cr,/'7dR obtained from the shafts with
different radii and identical stiffness implies that

Q = 1.15 >< 10`4% + 1 (7)
Un.

radial earth pressure o',. tends to be in proportion to
WR. Plots are concentrated at from o',./'ydR=0.3 to
o',./7dR=0.5 except at the deepest point, and from
1.9 to 4.7 times greater than the value obtained from

where aa is a datum stress, which equals to 98kPa in
SI system.
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surrounding the shafts is not fully yielded.

4.3 Effects of stiffness

- : if _ -' Ranlcine(Ka=0.2l3) ~

Figure 6 shows the values of 0,/7dR obtained from
five model shafts with different apparent Young’s
modulus Et/R and an identical radius RP : 4.78m.
The active earth pressures predicted by means of
the Berezantzev and Rankine methods, and the at
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rest- pressure predicted by means of .lé.ky’s method,
computed with dad = 40.5°, are also presented in this

Fig. 6: Effects of stiffness

figure.
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Fig. 8: Empirical prediction method

modulus Et/ R

4.4 An empirical prediction method

The coefficient and the constant in Eq. 8 were

An empirical prediction method for radial earth

determined by means of least squares.

pressure o',. was made in this study. The concept of
this method is demonstrated in Fig. 8.
Firstly, it is assumed that the soil at the section

shallower than a changeover depth is kept under
Kg condition because the radial earth pressure and

Secondly, it was also assumed that the ratio of
radial earth pressure 0, to Berezantzev’s active earth
pressure a',.B, denoted with a and expressed in Eq. 7,

was kept constant along the depth down from the
changeover depth zc.

Thirdly, the stress redistribution due to vertical
arching effect appears at the deepest one third of
the embedded depth of the shaft zo. Experimental
results presented by Lade et al. (1981) and Fujii

the deformation of Qshafts are sufficiently small at
shallow sections. 'Fhe changeover depth, denoted
with zc in Fig. 8, was deterrnined by means of either
interpolation or extrapolation with envelope curves
which were in proportion to the active earth pressure
predicted by means of Berezantzev method cr,.B.
Figure 9 shows the variation of the changeover depth

et al. (1994) and theoretical consideration suggested
by Wong and Kaiser (1988a) and Wong and Kaiser
(1988b) also indicated the rise of radial earth pressure

za with the radius of shafts R. Plots indicate that

at this deepest section. Regarding these results, the
authors recommend that the ratio cr at the deepest
section should be increased and given a value at least

the changeover depth zc is in proportion to the radius

of shafts R. Figure 10 also shows the relationship
between the normalized changeover depth z,, / R and
the apparent Young’s modulus Et/ R; the normalized

5.0.

changeover depth Ze / R increases with increasing
apparent Young’s modulus Et/R. Fortunately, the
relationship is obedient and easily expressed with a
linear function of Et/R; that is,

earth pressure o',..

Finally, We obtain an expression for the radial

_ K0'YdZ (Z S Zc)
f»f = Q<f.B IZ. < Z S :Za <9>
5o',.B(z) (§z0 < z § zo)

ER
zc/R = 6.6 >< 10`5l- - 0.32 (8)

Distributions of radial earth pressure o', presented in
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